Upgraded and optimized, *Kodak Moments* Retail Software V9.0 makes creating unique photo gifts and décor easier than ever before. Based on your feedback we’ve improved our user interface to make it simple and even more intuitive to use.

Boost your sales opportunities with all-new editing features and filters, an expanded home décor offering, promotional print capabilities, and improved input access for optimal customer experience.

Customers can now crop images within the Prints & Enlargements workflow.

- Based on consumer, retailer and distributor feedback to make the crop feature more prominent for ease-of-use, customers can now make simple crop modifications from the main Prints & Enlargements menu.
- Using the crop box rotation tool, customers can also change the orientation of the print from the main Prints & Enlargements menu.
Expanded collection of Decorative Panels now available.
- The panel collection has been refined to four options: Photo Panels, Decorative Panels, Collage Panels and Multi Panels.
- Now consumers can achieve a rustic decorative effect by simulating the look of photos printed on wood grain. Three filters are available; consumers can choose from maple, oak and bamboo options to apply to their panel images.

Customers now enjoy a new photo transfer option.
- The latest updates allows customers to transfer pictures using the AirPrint feature in Apple iOS.

Improved content and product selection available with new language override feature.
- Now you can choose to enable English designs even when the Kodak Moments Kiosk is not set to English.
- Give customers access to a greater variety of designs for greeting cards, height charts, and much more.

Add a promotional print to a customer’s order.
- The Kodak Adaptive Picture Exchange (APEX) promotional print allows for a customized promotional 4x6” print to be placed in two locations within a customer’s order.
- The promotional print can be inserted into the top or bottom of a stack of printed products.

Now compatible with HEIF (High Efficiency Image Format)
- HEIF format is now available to use with the Kodak Moments Kiosk.

Introducing an expanded collection of Decorative Panels.

Transfer images using AirPrint.

Add a promotional 4x6” print to customers’ print orders.